This paper summarizes the derivation of an explicit and global formula for the character of any holomorphic discrete series representation of a reductive Lie group G which satisfies certain conditions. The only very restrictive condition is that GIK be a Hermitian symmetric space. (Here K is the maximal compact subgroup of G.)
Harish-Chandra (1) has shown that AC,. # (0) if and only if (A,a) > 0 for all positive roots a E '1. Moreover in this situation 3C,, is an irreducible G-module belonging to the discrete series of G (2). Its character is the distribution ox (3) ..We will say that a G-module JC,, constructed in this way belongs to the "holomorphic discrete series" of G. where r ranges over all linearfunctionals of the form T = K + al +.A.+ an. Here (al, ..., an) ranges over all (unordered) n-tuples of positive noncompact roots E 'I whose root spaces lie outside of (g') C, n is any nonnegative integer, and K ranges over the weights of the K-module3C,..
It is unusual for unitary G-modules to decompose discretely under the action of a noncompact subgroup. The modules of the holomorphic discrete series and certain related degenerate modules may well be the only examples.
To prove Theorem 1, one considers the G'-orbit D' of eK in G/K. D' turns out to be a complex submanifold of G/K isomorphic to the quotient G'/K', where K' = G' n K is a maximal compact subgroup of G'. The unitary G-module 3C/s is infinitesimally equivalent to the Fr6chet space a,. of holomorphic sections of V,,; thus, to decompose 3CA, one studies the space a,,. a,. can be given a natural G'-invariant filtration according to the order of vanishing along the submanifold D'. Applying standard sheaf-theoretic techniques to this filtration then yields Theorem 1. Theorem 1 can be used to derive an explicit and global formula for the character of any G-module 3C,, of the holomorphic discrete series.t Since the conjugates of all Cartan subgroups taken together cover the regular set of G and since the character may be viewed as a locally LI function on G invariant under conjugation, it would be sufficient to calculate the character on an arbitrary Cartan subgroup B. After perhaps replacing B by a conjugate, one can find a connected reductive subgroup G' containing both B and H; in fact, up to finite covering one can choose for G' the product of a torus and several copies of SL(2, R). By Theorem 1, acE, decomposes discretely under the action of this G' as JC,, = 4 .3Cr'. Now the character of C,,, restricted to G' D B, can be shown to be given by the sum (in the sense of distributions) of the char- Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 72 (1975) acters of the 5Ct'. These characters in turn are easy to calculate, since the discrete series characters of SL(2, R) are fully understood.
To state the formula explicitly we need some conventions. Given the Cartan subgroup B (or perhaps a conjugate) one can find a subset S of the set D+ of positive roots consisting of pairwise strongly orthogonal (4) noncompact roots such that cs(hC) = bc. Here cs denotes the Cayley transform (5) corresponding to the set S, and bc is the complexified Lie algebra of B. Under cs each y E S corresponds to a real root y of (gC, bc). Let C = b e B: eI (b)I < 1 for all -y E Si.
The conjugates of C cover a dense subset of B. Thus, to describe the character of SC,,, restricted to B, it suffices to describe its restriction to C. THEOREM 2. Let bCe, be any G-module of the holomorphic discrete series and let B be an arbitrary Cartan subgroup of G as above. Then the character of 5CA, restricted to C C B and then pulled back via cs to HC, is given by the formula (-)12w~w(HXe(w)ewx
H~xt+ (e'12 -e/2) Here X = A + Pc -pn as before, q = 1/2 dimR G/K, W(H) is the compact Weyl group, and e(W) denotes the sign of the transformation w.
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